How to arrange your artworks
CMYK print washi tape:
1. Artworks need to be AI/PSD the better, or at least PDF.
2. Resolution of artworks need at least 400dpi
3. The repeat length of design to be 350mm
4. Please make the designs with CMYK color mode
5. Take attention of bleeding( cutting machine request 1.5mm
up and bottom as outer bleeding. Please kindly find below
details for inner bleeding and outer bleeding knowledge)
6. The printing lines need 0.1mm at least.

CMYK print washi tape with foil OR solid foil washi tape
1. Artworks need to be AI/PSD the better, or at least PDF.
2. Resolution of artworks need at least 400dpi
3. The repeat length of design to be 250mm
4. Please make the designs with CMYK color mode
5. Take attention of bleeding(cutting machine request 1.5mm
up and bottom as bleeding space.Please kindly find above
details for inner bleeding and outer bleeding knowledge)
6. Take attention of the foil patterns. Foil line to be at least
0.15mm thick, the space between each foil line to be at least
0.4mm or the foil line next to each other will be covered up.

Here below shows some patterns that need foil stamp：

1. During making design, please take attention to the join part:
The press machine will print the repeat design again and again,
have to make the joint part like a whole design

2. How to arrange your round adhesive sticker:
Normally the diameter of paper core in market is 32mm.
And XF washi tape factory has diameter paper core: 25mm/
32mm/ 38mm
If use 32mm diameter core, length of washi tape: 10m, then the
diamerter of whole tape will be 45mm
If use 25mm diameter core, length of washi tape：10m, then the
diameter of whole tape will be 40mm
If use 38mm diameter core ,length of washi tape:10m, then the
diameter of whole tape will be 51mm

Then,XF washi tape factory will suggest size of adhesive sticker
to be : 42mm
The effect show as below:

